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 Commendations/Recognitions. Graspable Math. Graspable Math. One of the most important aspects of self-management for
older adults with cognitive impairment is the ability to read, understand and correctly complete a variety of forms such as

drivers licenses, Medicare and Medicaid, bank and credit card statements, automobile registration, utility bills and annuities.
This instruction package will help you identify and use appropriate items from the above categories. This guide contains sample

cover sheets for identification, a sample form, step-by-step explanations for proper handling of the forms and a Quick
Reference Guide. The purpose of the handout is to introduce people with some deficits in cognitive skills who would like to

handle their own personal records to understand basic record handling, and provide a template to record information in a
consistent manner. Inside the Cover... &nbsp. What is contained in the Instruction Package... I. Objectives 1. Familiarize the
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individual with what should be contained on personal records 2. Demonstrate the individual's knowledge of the use and
placement of the items on personal records 6. Review the types of tasks that the individual should be able to perform and

address the quality of the information contained in the personal record (i.e., if you don't know, ask!) Introductory Reading and
Viewing Activity... The exercise can be completed as a teaching tool, demonstration, information review and quiz. You can use

the handout as a reference and respond to questions by referring to the pages. It can also be used to teach someone who may
have a learning disability and may benefit from a cognitive understanding of their own personal record handling. What you will
learn... You will be able to identify each type of form that should be placed on the person's personal records and understand the

purpose of each form. 3. You 520fdb1ae7
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